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ABSTRACT 
An inversion problem is defined and solved. It is related to compositions in the same 
way that the product function--cluster function problem, which arises in many-body 
theory, is related to partitions. It is characterized b~r the generating relation "/r = 
1/(1 -- q/) in the same way that the product-cluster p oblem is characterized by the 
relation ~ = exp ~/. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In previous articles [5, 6] we have shown the way in which generating 
functionals can be used to solve a class of inversion problems, all of which 
can be posed as follows. We are given a set of  functions or operators of  
the independent variables, x l ,  x2 ..... xi ..... 
An(x1 .... ,x , ) ,  n :  1,2 ..... 
each defined as a sum of products of  symmetric elements (e.g., functions 
or operators) 
Bin(x1 ..... xm), m : 1, 2 ..... 
A , (xa  ,..., xn) = Z l-I Bm(xq ..... xi,,) (1.1) 
R 
where the sum is over some prescribed subclass of all possible products 
of  Bm such that m ~< n and is 3 ~: it. The prescribed subclass is defined by 
some rule R such that each element B,,(xl .... , x,,) can be written as a 
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linear combination of products of A,,, m ~ n. The inversion problem is 
to find an expression for the coefficients in this linear combination. 
One rule R that has been investigated by several authors from various 
standpoints [1-4, 6] involves partitioning the set {i} in every possible 
way, assigning a product HBm to each distinct partition, and summing 
over all partitions. We call the resulting inversion problem the product 
function-cluster function inversion problem. It is the purpose of this note 
to define and solve an inversion problem that is related to compositions 
as the product function-cluster function problem is related to partitions. 
A partition of a set is a collection of disjoint subsets whose union is the 
whole set, without regard to either the order of the elements in a given 
subset or the order of the subsets themselves. A composition is an ordered 
collection of disjoint subsets (still without regard to the order of the 
elements within a given subset) whose union is the whole set. We call 
the subsets blocks. Thus, for example, the distinct partitions of three 
elements can be denoted without ambiguity as (123), (12) (3), (13) (2), 
(23) (i), and (1) (2) (3), and the set of all distinct compositions in addition 
includes (3) (12), (2) (13), (1) (23), (2) (3) (l), (3) (1) (2), (2) (1) (3), (3) (2) (l), 
and (1) (3) (2). The compositions (12) (3) and (21) (3), however, are 
indistinguishable. 
II. THE COMPOSITION PROBLEM 
The composition problem is defined by the equations 
Al(xl) = B,(xl) 
A2(XaX2) = B2(XlX2) %- BI(X1) Ba(X2) -~ Ol(X2) Bl(xO 
A.(xlx2x3) = B~(x,x2x~) + B2(XlX0 ~(x3) + B~(xlx3) Bl(X~) 
+ B2(x2x~)BI(Xl) + BI(x3)B~(xlx2) -k BI(x2)B2(XlXa) 
+ B~(x~) B~(x~x~) + S6xO B~(x~) B~(x~) 
+ B,(Xl) B~(x.) B6x~) + S~(x~)/~(Xl) Bl(X.) 
+ B~(x,) B~(x~) B~(xO + B,(x~) B~(x,) B~(x,) 
+ BI(x~) BI(X2) BI(xO 
..., (2.1) 
where the general equation can be described by saying that we decompose 
the set {x I ,..., x,} in all possible ways, and to each composition we assign 
a product FIBre. We then sum over all distinct products to obtain A~. 
In this problem we consider the elements An and B, to be non-commutative 
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so that, for example, Al(X1)AI(X2) is distinct from AI (X2)A I (X l ) .  (In 
dealing with partitions, it is natural to work with a commutative set 
instead.) 
We can invert equation (2.1) to find the B,, in terms of the A,, : 
BI(Xl)  = Al (X l )  
B2(xxx2) : A2(xxx2) -- Al(Xa)Al(Xz) --  Ax(x2)Al(Xl) (2.2) 
We shall show that the coefficient of any product of A,,'s in (2.2) is just 
(-- 1) r-1 where r is the number of A,,'s in the product. That is, using the 
notation already introduced in Section I, we show that for the R that we 
are considering 
Bn(Xl ..... Xn) ~- Z ( - -1 ) r -1  H Ara(Xix ' " "  Xina)" 
R 
(2.3) 
To this end we introduce the test function Z(x~) and the generating 
functional ~'[A. ,  Z]: 
~t[An , Z] = ~ ~. d(xO "" d(xn) Z(xl )  "" Z (x , )  An(xx ,..., x,O. 
n>.l 
(2.4) 
We next define the functional 
d 
~' - -  - -  - -  ~r  - -  ~r162 + d~Cd + - . .  (2 .5 )  
l+d  
and we re-express ~r as the functional d [B , ,  Z] = ~r Z]. Using the 
notation of (1.1) we have 
1 
d~[Bn , Z] = ~ ~. f d(x1) ' ' '  d(xn) Z(x1)  ' ' '  Z(Xn) ~ ~ Bk,(Xi I ..... Xikj ). 
n~l R 
(2.6/ 
Here kj is the number of elements in thej-th block of a given composition 
of n elements, and R denotes ummation over all distinct compositions. 
can also be re-expressed as ~[Bn, Z] and we have the simple result 
,f ~[8, ,  z] = Y' ~ d(xl) ... d(x,)  Z(xO ... Z(Xn) S,(Xl  ..... X,). n)l 
(2.7) 
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This can be readily shown by substituting (2.7) into 
A = - -  = ~ + ~ + ~J~ + ... (2.8) 
1 - -~ 
A typical term in (2.8) will give rise to a term in the resulting sum for 
d [B , ,  Z] of the form 
1 H(k~!) f d(Xl) "'" d(xn) Z(x1) "'" Z(xn) H Blc,(xil ,'", Xikj)' (2.9) 
where each Bk~ comes from the k~-th term in the representation f ~ given 
by (2.7). If there are r ~'s in a term in (2.8), it will give rise to an infinitude 
of terms of the form (2.9), each of which corresponds to a composition 
of Z kj = n elements and r blocks. For a given n, however, not all 
distinct compositions will be represented in this resulting sum. In fact 
each composition that does appear is one of n!/H(ks !) distinct 
compositions that can be obtained from one another simply by relabeling 
the n elements. Noting this, we recover (2.6) and complete our verification 
of (2.7). 
In the same way we can substitute (2.4) into (2.5) to obtain an expansion 
of ~'[A,, Z]. A term in the expansion (2.5,) that contains r ,;-/'s gives rise 
to a term that differs combinatorially from the term shown in (2.9) only 
by an additional factor of (--1) r-x. Hence we have 
~[A . ,  Z] 
I 
= E ~ f d(X1) "'" d(xn) Z(x1) "'" Z(x,,) E (-- 1)r-1 I-I Ak~(xi I , Xik). 
n>~l R 
(2.10) 
Since ~[B , ,  Z] = ~[A,,, Z], we can equate "coefficients of equal power," 
i.e., the n-th functional (variational) derivatives o f~[A , ,  Z] and ~[B , ,  Z] 
with respect o Z, evaluated at Z = 0. Equation (2.3) follows. 
We note that throughout the paper we are using integrals and their 
functional derivatives as purely algebraic objects of considerable notational 
convenience. (See [3] for a more complete discussion of the formal 
properties of functional power series and functional differentiation and 
[6] for further discussion of the resulting combinatorics.) Consequently 
analytic questions of convergence, differentiability, etc. need not enter 
our discussion. This point is illuminated by considering the modification 
in Sherman's olution of the product function-cluster function problem 
[4] that would be necessary to yield our equation (2.3). As he has pointed 
out [private communication], if one identifies our 1 + ,~r Z] with 
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his function ~/r(Z), our ~' with his q/and our A's and B's with his U and 
V functions, the necessary modification required by the non-commutativity 
of the U's and V's is effected by replacing his equation (I), ~" = exp q/, 
by ~ = 1/1 -- q/(corresponding to our (2.8)), and it is then trivial to 
transcribe our proof into his language, which is purely algebraic. Cor- 
responding changes made in an alternate development of a cluster 
function-product function formalism given in [3] will also yield our 
result, as will the appropriately modified work of J. Schwartz cited at the 
end of [4]; the general rule that emerges i this: when the U's and V's are 
made non-commutative, change the "generating equation" of the problem, 
regardless of the language in which it is couched, from oJ = exp/z to 
oJ = 1/1 --/z. This is gratifying to one's common sense, since one might 
naively hope in the first place that the regard to order imposed by non- 
commutativity would simply change the factor I/n! in an exponential 
expansion to the 1 in the homographic one. 
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